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Abstract 

A new production form for a hierarcltJ. of nonlinear evolutiorz equations (NLEEs) 

is given in this paper. The ,form corttairrs productions of isospectral and mm-isospectral 

hierarchy. ‘Under this .fornt a .generaked structure of Las represerztlhms for the 

hierarchy of NLEEs is this presellted. As a concrete example, the Levi-hierarchy. of 

evolution equations are discussed at the end of this paper. 
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I. Introduction 

In soliton theory, it is very interesting for us to find the Lax representations of nonlinear 

evolution equations (NLEEs) and to discuss the algebraic structure of Lax operator and other 

properties. Ma Wenxiu studied the Lax representation structure for the hierarchies of 

isospectral and non-isospectral evolution equations in Refs. [I, 21. For the convinience of 

discussion, the related results in Refs. [1, 21 are unified as follows: 

Let u= (ill, e.., Us be the potential vector function. Then N x N spectral problem 

L(u)y==Ay, A(=aP (v&O, a=const) (1. I) 

is connected with its hierarchy of NLEEs (isospectral case: a=O; non-isospectral case: a+ 0 ) 

ul=J,$y’G, (GO) (1.2) 

which admits the Lax representation 

(1.3) 

under the following two conditions: 

(i) The function G, in (I .2) and the operator Y-r in (1.3) are determined by the operator 

equation 

[V-l, Ll =L (JG,) - aI (I is the :V X IV identity matrix operator ) (I*41 

(ii) The operator Y jzjY (G,) =y (ejG,) in (1.3) is given by the operator solution 

V=V(G) with G=z-‘G,. of operator equarion 
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[V(G), L]=L,(KG)-L,(JG)L (VG= @I, l a, Gdl)=) (1.5) 

where 

According to the above procedure, some isospectral (~~0) and non-isospectral (a#o) 
hierarchies of NLEEs and their corresponding Lax representations are derived. 

For the spectral problem (1. I), if the hierarchy (1.2) is needed to produce, then its key lies 

in ‘solving both the function Go and the operator V-, satisfying (1.4), and if the hierarchy (1.2) 

is wanted to possess the Lax representation (1.3), then its key lies in solving the operator 
solution V=V(G) of (1.5). On the, latter we have had some discussionst’l. On the former we 

have found that for somewhat spectral problems such as Levi spectral problem, Kaup-Newell 

spectral problem etc., (1.4) is not easily solved or even if it can be solved, the solution 

expression is complicated, which is not available to produce the hierarchy (1.2). To solve this 

problem, a new production form for the hierarchy (1.2) is presented in this paper, and the 
applicable range and operation process of (1.4) are also separately expanded and reduced. 

Consequently, a generalized structure of Lax representations for the hierarchy of NLEEs is 

given under this new production form. 

II. Production for the Hierarchy of NLEEs and Generalized Structure of Lax 

Representation 

Ler us consider a general N X N spectral probiem 

Ly=L(u)y=Ay (2.1) 

where L=L(u) is spectral operator, ur(uI, a.., ul)* is potential vector-value function, i. 

is spectral parameter, and Y = (~1, a**, ye) ‘, 
By virtue of the spectral gradient methodt61, we can always find a pair of operators 

K=K(u, d, a-‘), J=I(u, a, a-‘) (d=d/i%r, i3as1=a-1a=1) called the pair of 

Lenard’s operators such that 

KV,,IZ=A= - Jv.A C = some fixed consta~ (2.2) 
&I 

where vUAAx stands for the spectral gradient of (2.1), which can be calculated according 

to some certain rnethodst’, ‘1. The operator .&J-‘K is actually ordinary recursion operator 

or strong symmetric operator. Generally, K and J are skew-symmetric and at least one of them 

is Hamiltonian operator. 
Now. we will explain the production procedure for the hierarchy of NLEEs of (2.1). 

Still denote L*(~)P--~~-l...L(u+eE). F or an arbitary given NX N matrix operator 

M=jm,jNxN , we construct the following operator equation yielded by the operators J and 
Lw \vith regard to the vector function G-,&i(~Ilj, . . . . G’_~))T- 

L, (JG- 1) =A4 (2.3) 

Denote the solution set of (2.3) by 9 (generally 9+$). Suppose 9#$, chose G-,E~ 

and define the generqlized Lenard’s recursive sequence as follows: 
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G,=f-1KG,-I=~9+‘G-, (j=O, 1, 2, a;*) (2.4) 

The NLEEs 

P#m=Xm(uj (m=o, 1, 2, *-> (2.5) 

which are produced by the generalized vector fields (GVF) Xm(u)@JGm=Jgm+'G,l, are 

called the hierarchy of generalized nonlinear evolution equations (GNLEEs) of (2.1). 
By virtue of the new form (2.3), the GNLEEs (2.5) of (2.1) is generated, and (2.3) is 

simpler than (1.4). From the following Theorem, we can know that (2.3) includes (1.4). 

Theorem Let M be an arbitary given NX N matrix operator. For the spectral problem 

(2. I), suppose 

(i) L+(<j=O+5=0> 
(ii) 9#+# 
(iii) for an arbitary G=(G(‘), m’s, G@)) Ip> the following operator equation 

[V(G), LJ+,(KG)-L,W)L (2.6j 

possesses the operator solution v =v(G) .Then the hierarchy of GNLEEs (2.5) has the follow- 
ing form of Lax representations 

Ltm=W,, Ll -+-ML+=,*’ 

W,= eV(G,-,jL"-j 
(m>,O) (2.7) 

J-0 

where G,- 1 are determined by (2.4). 
Proof 

[w,, .L]= 5 [V(G-,), LlL”-‘“” m 
f-0 

n,g (L,(KG~-,>-Li(~G,-1)L)L”-‘~. 

Thus, rwfn, L] +ML”+‘=L,(X,) 

From L, (ut,) =Lt, and (,3.8j; we have 

Ll(~t,-X,(tij j =Lf,-- WL, Ll +MLm+l) 

Because I!,* is injective. (1.7) and (2.5) are equivalent. 

By (2.8) and (i), we easily obtain 

Corollary The \iector potential function II satisfies the stationary system 

C,Xff(u> -I-CXiv-I(U) +***+C*Xo(U)=O (Co,.**,C~=cOnst) 

if and only if 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

[gc,-kw., L]=-M(*$c,-kL~+l) (2.10) 
-  a 
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Remark The operator equation (2.3) and representations (2.7) contain all the desired 
information concerning the GNLEEs (2.5). Some special cases display as follows: 

1. As M=O, then (2.3) becomes L,(JGml)=O, i. e, JG-r-0, and the corresponding 

hierarchy (2.5) reads the isospectral (A,=o) hierarchy of spectral problem (2.1), whose Lax 
representations are exactly the structure presented in Ref. [8]. 

2. As M=aI (I is the A;XN unit matrix operator, a=const.), then from the theorem 

the Lax representation structure for the hierarchy of (2.5) reads: Lf,,,=[Wn,L]+aLm+r, 

W,= g V(G,-x)L”-‘I which are actually the Lax representationsI for the non-isospectral 

(,$=olm+t) hierarchy of spectral problem (2.1). But the form of (2.3) changes as L,(IG-r)=al, 

which is obviously simpler than (1.4) and easily calculated. 
3. in (2.7) let nz=O, then (2.7) reads Lt ,, = [ W,, L]+ ML, which is exactly the so-called 

L-A-B representations presented by Manakov[‘“l. The equation u,~=X,(U) possesses this kind 

of representation. In the present paper, by (2.7) and the arbitarity of M the Manakov 
operators pair of the associated evolution equation utO =X0(u) have been constructed. Thus, 

the representation (2.7) is naturally a generalization of L-A-B representation of integrable 

system. ,Certainly, we shall consider the operator algebraic structure yielded by the 
representation (2.7), which is discussed in detail in another paper. 

4. For an arbitary spectral problem given (2.1), the conditions (i), (ii) in the theorem aye 
easily checked. Hence, in order to obtain the representations (2.7) of the hierarchy (2.9, its key 

lies in solving the operator solution V=V(G) of operator equation e6), which has had a 

definite answer for some examples in previous papersi”-‘“. 
5. From (2.10) in the corollary, we may still construct th? Lie-algebraic structure of 

operator for the stationary systems[‘jl. 
In view of remark 1, 2 and the arbitaritp of M, we call (2.7) as the generalized structure 

of Lax representation (GSLR) for the hierarchy of GNLEEs (2.5). 

In the following, we shall give an example (i. e. Levi spectral problem) to explain the 

production procedure of GNLEEs (2.5), and present the corresponding GSLR. The following 

calculating method can be applied to other spectral problems like (2.1). 

III. Concrete Examples 

Consider the Levi spectral problem[‘61 

Ly==$, L=L(u, +~~- ii u2v j, a=a,ax (3.1) 

whose Lenard’s operators K, J arel’il 

K=( 
--ila-au 

-a2-&y;au), J=c 1) (3.2) 
a2-av+fia 

(61--M/2 !cl 
Apparently. L&)=( -5 9 6=({1, 42); and L* is injective. From 

2 kc1-52)/2 
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Ref. [13], we can know that for the Levi spectral probh (3.1) the corresponding operator 

equation [V, L]=L+(KG) -&(JG)L p ossesses the operator solution 

I 

-+ (G(l) +GN),+ (G(*)-GW)d -G$” 

Y=Y (G) = 
G”’ L + (G(l) +GP))s+ (G(2)-G(1))d 

I 

(vG= (G(l), G(2))p) (3.3) 

In (2.3), if let M=O then (2.3) becomes JG-,=I), i. e, GmIEKerJ, and the hierarchy of 

NLgEs given by (2.5) is actually the isospectral (j-,=0) hierarchy of (3.1) (see Ref. [1.7], sec. 2), 
whose Lax representations (2.7) are accorded with the results obtained in Ref. 1131. 

In (2.3), if let h!?=~l(a#O , u=const., I is the 2X 2 unit matrix operator), then (2.3) has 
no solutions, which matches the fact that (1.4) can’t easily solved. But, if set 

a=const. 

then (2.3) reads 

which is solved without difficulty 

axfdl 

G-l=(ax+d )t 2 
Q d,. n>=const. 

Hence? the corresponding hierarchy of GNLEEs (2.5) becomes 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where the two operators K, J are given by (3.2). According to the theorem, the hierarchy (3.6) 

has the following-05LR. 

Lt,= [Wm, Ll+( O a).2mL”l 
-a 0 

where Gj-l= (G$‘lr, G:2_‘,)* are determined by Gj-l=J-lKG,-, E= (I-l.K)f~~~“,:), j 

~0. 1, 2, ‘... It should be pointed out that (3.6) and (3.7) are two completely new results. 

Now. we consider the general case M= (m;,jzxZ as follows. Let A=A(s, 2, II, v). 
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B=B(x, t, II, V) (u,~ are the two notentials in (3.1) as two arbitary smooth functions). Then 

for the Levi spectral problem (3.1), if and only if 

M= 

(2.3) has the solution 

&=(2a-'A +dl, a-lB+dz)T, QJdl,dz=const, a=aiax aa-'=a-9-l 

which produces the Levi hierarchy of GNLEEs 

whose GSLR are 

Lr,=w?n, L1+ . ‘pL”’ ’ (3.9) 

m---o, 1, 2, . . . 

where the form of W, is defined by (3.7)2, but each Gj-l= (G$-‘_‘r , Gp_)r )p in TV,‘,. is given 

by G,-t- 

Obviously, as A= B=O, (3.8) and (3.9) give the isospectral (j.,=O) hierarchy and its Lax 
representation. respecti\.ely. As A, B=const., and A +B=O, i. e, A= -B, (3.8) and (3.9) 
exactly read the non-isospectral (;.,= *u,i”‘+‘, rrt=O, 1, 2, . . . . i”= - 1) hierarchy (3.6) and its 

GSLR (3.7). respectively. So the Levi hierarchy of GNLEEs (3.8) includes all possible 

hierarchies of NLEEs and all possible equations in every hierarchy generated through the 
production element G-i for the Levi spectral problem (3.1) and the GSLR (3.9) gives the Lax 

representation for all possible NLEEs in every hierarchy. For two pairs of different (A,, B1) 

and (A?, B?)‘, the corresponding Levi hierarchies (3.8) are also different. Then what is the 
relation between the tLf.0 different Levi hierarchies? This problem still needs further discussion. 
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